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Abstract 
Science teaching does not always involve big lab set-up and high-tech appa-
ratuses, however teaching learning process of science could be innovative in 
approach by using simple low-cost experimental models. This study identifies 
gamification as a self-directed literacy model to establish stimulatory tasks 
thereby achieving enhanced learning and application-based adaptability of 
the learnt skill-set. Model for gamification comprised of a five-step process: 
“understanding the target student population and relevant context of topic to 
be taught”, “defining learning objectives”, “structuring the experience”, 
“identifying the resources”, and “applying gamification elements”. Target 
student population in Indian school system could be middle and high school 
students. Students can learn the gamification elements of activity to have ease 
in attaining the understanding of teaching model as the primary endpoint of 
this design. 
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1. Introduction 

Science teachers often come across the challenges in clarifying key scientific 
concepts as applied science due to various limitations for example larger class 
strength, cumbersome practical models due to involvement of chemicals, appa-
ratuses, individualized attention in the actual classroom settings. Thus, educa-
tors often land up becoming reluctant to carry activities in classroom that could 
yield in conceptualization of the key scientific phenomenon and their applicabil-
ity in day-to-day activities.  

Tools and models that can help students attain better outcomes by designing 
interventions to engage students in real-time activities could help fill such gaps 
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of individualized attention for each student, self-directed learning, translate the 
scientific concepts in their daily activities and observations [1]. Such interven-
tions take the form of small changes in context that might have larger outcomes. 
In addition, the effects of gamification can often be complemented with inter-
ventions that are longer lasting and longer-term adherence to a task at hand. In 
this review on methodology design, we focus on one such set of interventions 
collectively known as gamification [2]. 

Gamification [3] in simple definition is creating communities around a game 
that involves an intellectual work that is performed as a simple task explaining 
the concepts as an outcome of the simple task figuratively. It is a self-directed li-
teracy model [4] to establish stimulatory tasks thereby achieve enhanced learn-
ing and application-based adaptability of the learnt skill-set could be the goal of 
this research design. With this gamification model, primary endpoints would 
establish self-directed learning of scientific key concepts, their application, and 
lastly understanding of the selectivity of scientific concepts by impending 
real-time needs. 

2. Methodological Implications and Potential Paradigms 

Research design to study the outcomes of gamification should be structured as a 
two-time point longitudinal evaluation of activity measures, one as the baseline 
assessment, and a subsequent one post implementation of the research activity 
paradigm. Model for gamification [5] comprises of five-step process: “under-
standing the target student population and relevant context of topic to be 
taught”, “defining learning objectives”, “structuring the experience”, “identifying 
the resources”, and “applying gamification elements”. 

One such example for using gamification as a tool could be to conduct a 
self-learning task at the household set-up. 7th or 8th standard students could be 
included as a study cohort through the learning process of the gamification task 
of a scientific concept that is taught as a classroom learning module. The appli-
cation of five-step process of gamification model for this assignment is as fol-
lows: 1) Understanding the target student population and relevant context of 
topic to be taught: students could be taught about the concepts of energy loss, 
enthalpy and Gibbs energy [6] as a pre-assignment education module. 2) Defin-
ing learning objectives: students would be informed to read and understand the 
monthly electricity bill that they receive as their household amenity. They would 
be asked to identify the bill and what sections of the bill are modifiable by energy 
conservation methods. Students subsequently would review their house envi-
ronment and the utilities that are involved in energy consumption for example: 
air conditioning, water heater usage, plugs and their usage. 3) Structuring the 
experience: Students would apply energy conservation methods for a month and 
thereby reducing the subsequent electricity bill. 4) Identifying the resources: 
Students would observe and understand to undertake specific activity related 
household functioning; for example: maintain the air conditioning appliance at a 
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temperature based on daily weather changes, insulate the windows, and minim-
ize the usage of door to minimize the inflow of heat energy from external envi-
ronment (outside temperature) to the isolated environment (house tempera-
ture). 5) Applying gamification elements: students would involve in the activity, 
for example: to unplug unused appliance from the electrical supply lines, lower 
the temperature of the water heater and insulate the windows with insulating 
tapes. They could also be suggested to install a self-closing tool for the door, 
when door in open position is not needed. Students could be instructed to make 
a log for the daily activities that they performed for this project; and estimate 
what areas they worked on, what areas they could improve, and how did they 
observe loss of and use of electrical energy. Students can discuss about the find-
ings once they return from the summer vacation back to school with both their 
logs of activities, pre-assignment and post-assignment electrical bills.  

Students in this process can identify modes/usage of electrical energy in their 
household as a self-directed observation that they could relate to their electricity 
bill as the second step of the gamification process during their off-time. They 
will be able to effectively read and understand the electricity bill that they receive 
for their household electrical supply using a flow-chart design (Figure 1). 
Structuring of the experience of the students could yield key results. Some of the 
patterns for the loss of energy that the students might be able to identify as win-
dows and door that remained open and unattended (their learning process of  
 

 
Figure 1. Application of the model of gamification in context of electricity consumption, 
cost reduction by integrating the scientific concept of energy loss, enthalpy, and Gibbs 
energy; and translation of cost-reduction activities to conserve electrical energy thereby 
reduce energy loss. 
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addressing the question). Students could also identify how the loss of electrical 
energy might happen due to area of transduction of heat energy coming from 
the outdoors (external environment) (Figure 1). They can remark on unplug-
ging of unused appliances and additionally searched for energy efficient light 
bulbs and tube lights (which would appear as an added self-directed application 
of the knowledge and learning; about the resources that were used and imple-
mented as the fourth step of the gamification process). Lastly, students could 
search for methods of insulation for example, using insulation tapes on windows 
to reduce heat energy entering their household as resources (which could show 
their ability to apply the gamification elements as the final step of the process). 
The students could explain their electricity bill and the reduction of charges as 
an outcome of this study design. In this process, they could learn about a com-
pounding chemistry phenomenon of energy loss, enthalpy, and parts and me-
chanisms of Gibb’s energy translating the observation into scientific concepts.  

Similar designs of gamification could be implemented in easing the under-
standing of scientific concepts. For example, molar indices (molar concentra-
tions, molar volume, mole fraction etc.) or base units of the amount of sub-
stances could be explained in terms of a game to pick the card value corres-
ponding to each element and develop different combinations of com-
pounds/molecules. Such gamification tools could also be used in other areas of 
science (physics and biology) and other subjects such as mathematics, and social 
sciences (especially geography). 

3. Discussion 

A progressive school system is made up of progressive teachers/educators who 
develop students progressive by mind-set with wholesome intelligence, thus get-
ting optimally prepared for independence executing tasks in a progressive socie-
ty. There are difficulties that the science and mathematics teachers face in ad-
dressing the coursework and simultaneously facilitate the students to hypothes-
ize the topics by application [7] [8]. One of the better skill-sets of a progressive 
and informed teacher is being a lifelong learner, who could facilitate a child 
learn by doing, by discovering and not just by listening to a presentation of fac-
tual knowledge. It is only in this active and creative process leading to discovery 
that the pupil finds engagement; and their concentration becomes spontaneous; 
ultimately providing satisfactory gains to the teachers.  

The philosophy and mechanics of “learning by doing” using gamification 
concepts and initiative at the school system in India would support the students 
to gain academic growth in Indian school environment that is much needed to 
translate the applicability of academic expectancies. To the best available infor-
mation, at our school, BBPS Noida, we have initiated this novel concept; and 
encouraged students to bring the scientific concepts in application by motivating 
the students to toy with practical ideas, filling in execution gaps, and emerging 
with innovations that matter. These original works of scientific art present the  
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Figure 2. Overall outcomes of the gamification paradigm. 
 
scientific excellence that may well develop in our classrooms and motivate stu-
dents to implement their visions.  

We as teachers through our teachings possess the responsibility of kindling in 
our students the scientific bent of mind, scientific curiosity and logical approach 
which, is essential for handling day to day situations in a mature way (Figure 2). 
It is our responsibility to integrate the students with information; and make 
compatible groups which work together, come up with marketable innovations 
ready for acceptance by the society, thus creating a foundation for them to be-
come entrepreneurs, scientists in their community in Indian working class plat-
form where startups are mushrooming and welcomed; and scientific instructions 
are emerging with notice to the western world. 
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